
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...sunny and warmish for Winter… 

Back from Prince Albert with bundles of cheese and no visit to the Swartberg Pass as it was closed.  We’ll go 
back in better weather.  Prince Albert is a one horse town but you could say that about many of the Karoo 
places that we’ve visited…and maybe that’s its charm.  

The website is on the way and we’ll hope to have something back up in a few days but it’s a slow process 
recreating 10 years’ worth of material. 

I’m writing this quickly so that I can get back downstairs to watch England play NZ in the cricket.  Hopefully it’ll 
be a proper game without the weather ruining it.  

It’s a public holiday in SA on Monday…a subject which totally passes me by as I tend to ignore them.  At least 
the roads will be empty.  Working from home means that you lose the rhythm of going to work and work days 
and weekends. 

If you want to get all the tips in one package visit Amazon and put my name in the search box. You complete 
the purchase it is $1.95 for 100 tips or you can buy 500.  Next up will be some short vids for YouTube. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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16th June 2013 

Finished the West Wing and thoroughly enjoyed all 7 series.  Sopranos next! 

 

An Amazon book arrived this week.  With the postage and import duty and the long wait it’s not hard to see why 

people buy e-books.  At least it keeps the import duty police out of the equation and it’s instantaneous. 

 

 

 

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — Some New Jersey bus commuters apparently have gotten an unexpected tour of the New 

York metro area they'd rather forget. 

New Jersey Transit is investigating why a trip that normally takes about 45 minutes took nearly two hours more 

Thursday when the driver took a circuitous route into Manhattan's Port Authority bus terminal. 

A passenger on the ill-fated trip tells Newark's The Star-Ledger newspaper (http://bit.ly/162JhxE ) the driver 

seemed lost and passed the Secaucus (sih-KAW'-kuhs) train station several times, drove past outlet stores and 

eventually crossed the George Washington Bridge. Normally, the bus would go through the Lincoln Tunnel, several 

miles south. 

Aileen Iosso tells the newspaper when passengers asked to be let off after the driver passed the bus terminal the 

driver yelled at them. 
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Trip Advisor 

 
Whenever I go anywhere I always look at Trip Advisor to see what other people have had to say 
about it.  I write reviews myself and enjoy comparing my thoughts about restaurants and hotels 
with others. 
 
In South Africa there’s a website called hellopeter.com where customers can share their thoughts 
on bad service.  It makes educative reading. 
 
Customers are now banding together and if a hotel gets a series of bad crits on Trip Advisor it 
can be a real knock to their business.  It takes the concept of customer service to a new level and 
now the customers are starting to have the upper hand. 
 
People in the leisure business and service industries have known about these web based 
services for a while but I’m still surprised how little some people care about the views of the 
crowd. 
 
Make sure you know where your customers leave their comments and visit those sites regularly 
and if there’s an issue you’ve got to kill it quickly before it goes viral. 
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Negotiation 1.01 

Writing a daily tweet concentrates the mind in terms of saying everything thoroughly in just a few 
words. 
 
I was teaching this week and tried to capture the essence of negotiation in just a short sentence. 
 
This is what I said: 
 
“Negotiation is the means by which you turn a “no” into a “yes.” 
 
There it is plain and simple…a process of persuasion to reach a conclusion whereby you started 
by disagreeing and ended up solving the problem…with both sides agreeable. 
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